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A BILL

TO APPROPRIATE TWO THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FOURTEEN DOLLARS AND EIGHTY-SIX CENTS ($2,114.86) TO THE Model United Nations of LSU FOR TRAVEL TO AND LODGING AT THE Southern Regional Model United Nations Conference IN Atlanta, GA.

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, Model United Nations (MUN) is an academic organization committed to giving future leaders an understanding of the problems our world faces, and

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, in order to exercise this understanding in an active arena for debate on international issues within the contexts and constraints of multilateral diplomacy, members must attend conferences and simulations hosted by MUN organizations from around the country, and

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, the Southern Regional MUN comprises all the relevant aspects of the United Nations, including simulations of the Security Council and General Assembly, and

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, the total cost of sending 14 members of MUN of LSU to attend the Southern Regional MUN in Atlanta, GA, is $5,649.60, and

PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, MUN of LSU has raised over $700.00 in membership dues and a club fundraiser towards this event and continues to seek funding from other sources, and,

PARAGRAPH 6: WHEREAS, MUN of LSU is in need of an additional $2,824.80 to further defray the costs of transportation and lodging.

PARAGRAPH 7: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE LSU A&M Student Senate that Model United Nations of LSU be given two thousand one hundred fourteen dollars and eighty-six cents ($2,114.86) to attend the Southern Regional United Nations Conference in Atlanta, GA.
PARAGRAPH 8: All monies not used shall revert to the General Contingency. This bill shall become null and void as of June 30, 2002.
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